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Production, identity, and democracy
PETER MITLER and NIKOLAS ROSE
London School of Economics and Political Science; Goldsmiths' College, University of
London

Current debates in sociology about subjective identity in late- or postmodernity accord events in the sphere of production an ambiguous
status. For some, economic transformations have been central to the
claim that something fundamental has happened in our present: a shift
from "fordism" to "post-fordism," from mass production to flexible
specialization, and from mass consumption to individualized and
diversified consumption regimes.1 Yet changing forms of identity are
generally marginal to such concerns, or at best regarded as effects,
rather than phenomena that may have a constitutive role in these
events. For others, pronouncements about transformations in personal
identity that are held to accompany the shift to a new epoch have been
paralleled by a surprising lack of detailed attention to the world of
work itself.2 Analysts of identity have tended to focus either on consumption (lifestyles, advertising, and shopping) or on the "intimate"
sphere of home, relationships, sexuality, and family life. Arguments
that contemporary "self-identity" is characterized by enhanced reflexivity, autonomy, or uncertainy have failed to recognize that the
workplace is a principal site for the formation of identity. Of course,
there have been numerous sociological discussions of the effects of
work on identity, and of attempts to reform and humanize work. But
their perspective has largely been that of critique.3 Repetitively, sociologists of industry have recounted the tale of work as the site of degradation of subjectivity, and have grounded their accounts of resistances at work and their analytics of critique upon values of personal
identity, agency, and self-affirmation, which are seen as essential to the
human subject.4 For such critiques, the language of participation,
enrichment, quality of working life, empowerment, and the like are
little more than disingenuous devices for seeking to bind employees to
managerial norms and ambitions, masking a fundamental contradiction
between bosses and workers. According to this perspective, it is only
Theory and Society 24: 427-467, 1995.
? 1995 KluwerAcademic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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through a fundamental transformation of macro-social, economic, and
political conditions of production that work can be truly liberated.5
We differ from such approaches in that we view the workplace as a
preeminent site for contestations about the nature of human identity,
and for attempts to shape and reshape the identity of individuals.6 We
argue that attempts over the course of the twentieth century to transform production relations, in particular those that have been animated
by the imperatives of democracy, have depended on specific, and
changing conceptions of the person.7 These interventions upon work,
in which concerns with the identity of the individual have provided
ways of linking the sphere of production with the nature of democracy,
form the focus of this article. We address the ways in which particular
conceptions of human identity, subjectivity, and personhood have been
intrinsic to attempts to govern the world of work in a manner deemed
legitimate in democratic societies.8
Transformations in identity, we suggest, should not be studied at the
level of culture, nor solely in terms of the history of ideas about the self.
A genealogy of identity must address the practices that act upon
human beings and human conduct in specific domains of existence,
and the systems of thought that underpin these practices and are embodied within them. For at least the last century, ways of thinking about
and acting on work have been fully engaged with the philosophical
question of what kinds of persons human beings are. Work has been a
key site for the formation of persons. Individuals have been encouraged to discover who they are not only in the domains of sexuality and
the family, but on the shop floor, at the work bench, on the production
line, in a manufacturing cell, and in other analagous domains. And
these concerns with the identity of the person at work have intersected
with a range of different ways of problematizing the nature of work,
democratic ideals, and productivity. Attempts to reorganize economic
activity at the concrete level of the engagement of individuals in the
work process presuppose particular identities that are fabricated at the
juncture between psychological know-how and political ideals.
It is not only in our own "humane" times that the subjectivity of the
person at work has been discovered, nor is a concern with the damaging effects of work on the person of the worker the prerogative of
radical critics of capitalism. The identity of the economic actor - as
worker and as manager - has been the object of analysis and intervention for at least a century. Theorists of management and organiza-
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tions, as well as a multitude of other commentators and self-proclaimed experts, have sought to understand persons at work better, in
order to govern them more effectively. On the one hand, all sorts of
problems of work - labor turnover, unrest, accidents, inefficiency,
boredom, and much more - have been problematized in psychological
terms, and attempts have been made to ameliorate these problems by
acting upon the psychological dimensions of the workplace - at the
level of the individual and the group. On the other hand, the organization of the workplace has been problematized in relation to a much
wider set of socio-political concerns - democracy, managerial authority, the legitimacy of the large corporation, the rights of citizens, and so
forth - and again reform of the workplace on the basis of a knowledge
of the subjectivity of the worker has been advocated in answer to such
criticisms. These events have been bound up with the emergence of a
new breed of experts of subjectivity, whose territory is the workplace
and whose power in shaping the nature and politics of work is significant. These transformations in the field of work have important implications for the emergence of new regimes of subjectivity and new ethics
of personal existence.
It is from the perspective of "government" that the full significance of
this intersection of production, identity, and democracy can be appreciated.9 In the most general sense, by government here we mean strategies and techniques for acting, through indirect means, on the conduct
of others in a range of different sites, and under the aegis of a range of
different authorities. A concern with government directs our attention
to the intrinsic links between strategies for the regulation of the population as a whole, and strategies for knowing and regulating the nature of
human individuals in their depths and details.10 In the context of this
article, it points us to an investigation of the ways in which the personhood of the worker has been "problematized" at the intersection of
economic matters (such as the productivity of the enterprise) and political matters (such as the democratic legitimacy of economic power).
By "problematization" we mean the way in which experience comes to
be organized so as to render something as a "problem" to be addressed
and rectified: interpretive schemes for codifying experience, ways of
evaluating it in relation to particular norms, and ways of linking it up to
wider social and economic concerns and objectives. We suggest that
programs and strategies for the reorganization of work have come to be
posed in ways that incorporate wider concerns about productivity and
democracy, and that these are related in turn to prevailing conceptions
of the nature, rights, and obligations of persons.
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We arguethat the governmentof the personaland emotionaleconomy
of the enterprisehas been intrinsicallyrelated to the elaborationof a
range of positive knowledges of this space of work, an expertise of the

personaldimensionof work.To administerwork,it has become necessary to know, to calculate,to deliberate,and to evaluate.This knowledge of the world of work has been more than a speculativematter,
more than a questionof the rhetoricalstructureof discourseson work
and economic life. Knowledges of productivelife have opened up a
space within which calculation,judgment,and interventioncan operate. Conceptions of the appropriateway to organizework have been
linked to a multiplicityof bodies of knowledge, as well as to blunt
demandsto increase output, speed up or transformproductionflows,
increase efficiency, reduce wastage, improve competitiveness, and
much else besides. The productionprocess has come to be understood
as a complex and multivalentapparatus,integralto which is a particular identityfor the worker.The success or failureof particulartechnical
arrangementsof productionhas come to be seen as dependent upon
what the workeris, what makesworkerswork or not work, what leads
them to be absent or to leave, what reduces or increasesworkers'involvementin their work, and so forth. Programsfor the organization
and reorganizationof work have incorporatedsuch conceptionsof the
workerwithin the design and managementof the productionprocess.
Schemesof workreformhavetakenshape withina practico-theoretical
field in whichthe subjectivityof the workeris accordeda centralvalue
in problematizingproductionand renderingit intelligible.The worker
has come to be understoodand targetedas an activeparticipantin the
activityof work, not merely as an instrumentof productionbut as a
person:a human being realizinghis or her self throughwork, or as a
democraticcitizenwith certaincapacitiesand rights.
In this article,we exemplifythese relationsamongproduction,identity,
and democracyby way of threehistoricalexamples:firstly,we consider
the distinct concerns of the mental hygiene and the human relations
movementsin the early decades of the twentiethcentury;secondly,we
consider the quality of working-lifemovement, and allied dreams of
humane work that flourished in the 1970s; thirdly,we address the
image of the enterprisingsubject that infused debates concerningthe
natureof workin the 1980s. We arguethat these diverseways of representingand seekingto act upon the worldof workdemonstrateboth the
politicaland the ethicalsignificanceof these modes of governingwork.
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From the human factor at work to the humanization of work

Across the firsthalf of the twentiethcentury,one can see the identityof
the worker emerging as a problem for the governmentof the workplace, and a rangeof attemptsto reconciledifferentunderstandingsof
what the workerwas with views on what gave work its political legitimacy. A brief overview of some of these early, and much analyzed,
interventionsillustratesthis.
Psychologicalinterventionson the identity of the worker in the early
decades of this century, in Europe, the United Kingdom, and the
United States,tended to see the humanbeing as a productiveforce that
should be utilizedefficientlyin the lightof a knowledgeof its modes of
activity,its capacities,and its aptitudes.Psychotechnics,as this way of
thinkingwas termed, presupposed and acted upon workersas if they
were personsof a certainsort.This took two basic forms,each of which
sought to optimize the utility of the worker as a psycho-physiological
entity. The first was a design of the work process - place, lighting,
height of equipment, and the like, in order to maximize efficient
working and minimize the likelihood of accident. The second was a
judicious process of selection and allocation of workers to different
tasks in terms of a matchingof their capacitiesto the demands of the
activity.
This psychotechnicalproject is often seen as the psychologicalconcomitantof "Taylorist"programsto establishmanagerialcontrol over
the whole process of production through systematicknowledge.It is
true that,in psychotechnics,an expertiseof work became, for perhaps
the first time, dependentupon an expertiseof the worker.The worker,
like all otherfactorsof production,was to become the objectof a scientific knowledgeand subordinatedto a logic of efficiency.But the quest
for efficiencythat underpinnedboth this project and the endeavorsof
E W. Taylorwas a common element in a range of political programs
that sought to advance national efficiency throughthe applicationof
science and rationaltechnique.The perspectiveof efficiencywas to be
extendedto the worker,who was to be accordeda new visibilityin relation to norms of production, calibratedby tests and assessments in
relation to such norms, and enmeshed within an arrayof calculative
practices.
The corollaryof this science of the workerwas that managementand
other forms of expert administrationof conduct were to be accordeda
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new form of authority. No longer was managerial power merely the
blind, arbitrary,or willful exercise of authority; it could be depicted as
scientifically grounded and rationally, objectively judged. The workplace could be managed according to a body of expertise that sought to
set itself above and beyond the fray of politics. The government of the
workplace could be made consonant with the political values of a
democratic society; a basis in knowledge of work and the worker would
make the exercise of managerial authority over individuals legitimate.
Taylorism is no doubt the best known, and the most vilified, attempt to
govern the workplace systematically. But it was also one strand in a
wider array of programs in which the identity of the person was problematized in relation to political ideals, economic problems, and the
powers and legitimacy of authority. On the one hand, the workplace
was one of a number of sites - including schools, asylums, courtrooms,
and military organizations - in which the person was to become a "calculable individual" whose individuality could be assessed, and who was
to be classified and acted upon in the light of this assessment.11 On the
other hand, as Miller and O'Leary have argued, scientific management
was more than a "technical"reorganization of the space of work undertaken in order to maximize profit and docility.12Taylorism did not only
appeal to the interests of big business and its political advocates. It also
elaborated a set of principles and practices for administering the large
corporation that offered Progressives in the United States a way of
resolving many of the issues that had troubled them about the large
corporation. In particular, Taylor's inventions addressed their concern
that the unchecked concentration of power in the hands of the executive heads of large corporations posed a danger to the public interest,
bringing the prospect of class cleavage, encouraging dubious relations
between economic and political powers, reducing the dynamic for
change and innovation that was provided by smaller entrepreneurs, and
tending to remove individual accountability. By supplementing arbitrary authority with managerial expertise, Taylorism offered a "democratic" solution to such problems, since it made available to managers
an image of how they could manage legitimately and a range of justifiable technologies for governing the enterprise, and thus avoided the
need for the direct intervention of the state.13
Nonetheless, one can see a distinction in these programs for governing
economic life between the government of the individual within work
and the government of the individual outside work.14Within the workplace, the worker was "individualized" and subjected to a form of
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government that sought to intensify labor in the service of enhanced
productivity. Yet, in the early decades of this century, a "social" terrain
was taking shape, in which the individual was located in a web of collective bonds of obligation, dependency, and solidarity: the struggles
for the increase of workers' rights, for social security, social insurance,
and state regulation of the contract of employment were fought in
terms of such a social image of the worker. The economic and the social seem opposed, with struggles in the latter undertaken either in the
name of the defense of workers against the tyranny of the economic, or
in the name of the security of society against the frustrations that the
economic can engender. And with this opposition goes a conflict,
sometimes open and sometimes implicit, between two distinct models
of the human being: as essentially distinct and individuated, with all the
selfish interests that flow from this, or as essentially collective and
social, and hence divided and damaged by current forms of industrial
organization.
From the 1930s onwards, attempts to govern the identity of the worker
in the workplace sought to transcend this opposition between the individualized identity of the worker at work and the socialized conception
of the individual as citizen, without violating the private character of
the workplace and the individual character of the employment contract. To do this, it was necessary to abandon the Taylorist attempt to
link the design of work and the engineering of the capacities of the
worker within a single program. The workplace became a social
domain, but this was only to the extent that its sociality was understood
as a field of psychological relations amongst individuals that affected all
aspects of work, but were largely indifferent to the technical features of
the production process.
This concern with the positive mental health of the worker was first
worked out within the aegis of the mental hygiene movement. In
Britain, in France, and in the United States polemical campaigns for
mental hygiene connected industrial problems and the identity of the
worker through the notion of "maladjustment." The worker, they
argued, was a person with a psychology, with wants, needs, and
instincts shaped in the family. The worker was an individual who
sought gratification, in work as in the rest of life, of the instinctual
wishes and desires that made up his or her character or temperament.
For the mental hygienists, this meant that one should fit the person to
the job, by careful assessment of character and intellect. One should
also provide the correct mental atmosphere in the enterprise, through
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leadership and management, an atmosphere conducive to the satisfaction of the workers' instincts - which went far beyond the desire for
payment. Further, one should identify those individuals, whether
workers or managers, who were "maladjusted." For maladjustment,
largely caused by problems in child rearing, could lead not only to personal pathologies such as crime, delinquency, and even full-blown insanity, but also was at the basis of countless industrial problems, including petty jealousy, lack of co-operation, poor performance at work,
apparently physical illness and incapacity, frank neuroses, accidents,
and even labor agitation. In the United States, it was estimated that half
the annual cost of labor turnover was due to emotional maladjustment,
and that the effectiveness of half of the labor force was impaired by
emotional maladjustment.15
Mental hygienism helped bring about a transformation in ways of
governing the identity of the worker. The concern to identify, and then
to treat or exclude, the industrial misfit, and to understand the problems of the normal worker in relation to the atmosphere of the factory,
blurred the distinction between a psychology of adaptation and a psychiatry of pathology: the mental health of the worker was to be a positive objective to be achieved by judicious management. Further,
through the grammar of mental hygiene, the government of the workplace was again linked into a wider complex of programs of social
government of the family, the schoolroom, the delinquent, and the like.
Each had as its rationale the aspiration to transform these institutional
sites into machines for constructing social hygiene, by generalized
inspection, early intervention, and prompt treatment. Each factory
could become the locus of a technology that would promote general
and beneficial social effects by a preventative and prophylactic reformation operating on the identity of the individual and the relations
among individuals. Work was no longer accorded merely an economic
value; it was to be governed in the light of a knowledge and ethics of the
normal and pathological person, and it was to be regarded as a vital site
for production of the adjusted citizen.
By problematizing industrial efficiency in terms of the psychology of
the individual worker, the mental hygienists provided a novel program
for governing the enterprise. They also helped establish a division of
labor between those concerned with the "technical" matter of the
design of production arrangements and those concerned with the personal problems of the employee. This division was maintained in the
"human relations" movement now indelibly associated with the name of
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Elton Mayo.16 The interpretation that Mayo placed on the investigations of the Hawthorne Works of the Western Electric Company is too
well known to need rehearsing at length here. Nonetheless, its contribution to the emergence of new modes of governing the workplace
are worth noting.
Human relations did not, as some imply, merely legitimate existing
powers in the workplace: it brought something new into existence. By
opening up to intervention the inter-subjective space of the factory, by
redefining the identity of the worker, human relations helped create a
mode of government of the workplace that could be deemed legitimate
in the changed political culture of the 1930s. The government of the
social relations between people as workers was one of a number of programs that sought to develop psychologically informed techniques for
acting upon the relations between human beings in the name of efficiency, harmony, and contentment.17 This was not simply a matter of
abstract theory, a question of conceptualizing the workplace as a
domain of human relations. The theory could itself be put to work,
built into various instruments for interfering in the lives and activities
of workers on the shop floor. The human relations of the workplace
were to be charted by means of new devices such as the attitude or
morale survey. Correlatively, they were to be managed through sociopsychological techniques of leadership and communication. The plant
was now understood as pervaded by an attitudinal and communicative
atmosphere, a socio-psychological overlay to the actual organization of
the productive process itself. Nonetheless, for human relations interventions on work, the technical organization of work, by and large, was
not a matter for the social psychologist. There emerged a split between
what one might term the relational engineering of the workplace on the
one hand, and the psychological engineering of the production process
on the other: this latter would be psychologized in a distinct way - it
would become a matter for the physiological psychologist and the
ergonomist.
Human relations, as a program for governing the identity of the individual at work, established an exemplary linkage between the government of production and the government of the social field. Mayo was
atypical in his use of a Durkheimian vocabulary to characterize the
relations between the socializing effect of the factory on individuals
and the threats of social disintegration and anomie. But the theme
that work is important as much for its moral effect on the worker as for
its economic effect runs through discourses on employment and un-
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employmentto the present day.18Productionis problematizedat the
junctionof a concern with the regulationof "thesocial"and a concern
with the governmentof "theself."On the one hand, work is connected
to the territoryupon which all mannerof "social"troublesare located
and managed - crime, delinquency,indigence, drunkenness,prostitution, and the like - construed as threats to good order and social
tranquillity.And, on the other hand, work is given a crucialrole in the
formationand maintenanceof the forms of responsibleselfhood upon
whicha free society is held to depend - regularityof habits,cleanliness,
punctuality,diligence, persistence, responsibilityto kin, and the like.
No doubt this dual linkagemay be traced back to discourseson work
since the eighteenth century.19But, from the 1930s onwards, these
themes became the object of a welter of empiricalinvestigationsconducted by sociologists,psychologists,and psychiatriststhat scrutinized
the forms of life and personalfeelingsof the unemployed,chartedtheir
patternsof demoralizationand de-socialization,and invented devices
to amelioratethem - especiallyin the young where their effects could
be permanent - by instruction centers, job clubs, training and retrainingschemes,and the like.20
Human relationsexemplifieda new alliancebetween political thought
and the governmentof the workplace, a new conjunction between
attemptsto transformproductionrelationsand attemptsto createparticular democratic forms that depended on a specific identity
for the person. From Roosevelt to Berle and Means, critics of
the corporationin the United States of the 1930s arguedthat the concentrationof resourceswithin a few giant corporationshad delivered
the control of industriallife into the hands of a few unaccountable
Yet, on the one hand, they had not delivereda system
corporations.21
of productionand distributionthat would ensurenationalprosperityas the Depression indicated so clearly.And, on the other hand, the
growingautocracyof economic life was not compatiblewith the values
of democracy.The largecorporationwas rendereddeeply problematic,
as were the forms of authority exercised within it. The writings of
Mayo, togetherwith those of others such as Barnard,helped transform
the meaningsof managerialauthorityand the moderncorporation.The
modern corporation could be reconciled with democratic ideals
throughthe recognitionthatthe individualwas the fundamentalunit on
which all legitimate cooperative organizationmust be founded. The
contractualprinciplelinkingcitizens togetherin the polity was thus to
be taken as the model for the bond between the individualand the
enterprise.Throughrespect for the values of the individual,the cor-
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poration,togetherwith the managerialauthorityit necessitated,could
be representedas the perfectembodimentof democraticideals.
In the post-warperiod, the political problematizationof work and the
workplace, and the concern with the identity of the worker,took a
ratherdifferentform, one thatwas, nonetheless,amenableto the application of human relationsexpertise. The British case exemplifiesthis
well. On the one hand,politiciansand otherswere concernedabout the
properrole of the workeras a citizen of a democracywho had gone to
war to defend democratic values. On the other hand, there was the
increasing problematizationof economic activity in terms of "productivity,"coupled with the view, held by many,that war had demonstratedthatcentralgovernmentcould and should assumesome responIn the United Kingdom,
sibilityfor increasingindustrialproductivity.22
the war had seen the growth of procedures that sought to involve
unions and management in joint consultation procedures at plant,
regional, and national levels, quasi-corporatistarrangementsforging
direct alliances among government, employers, and unions in the
national partnershipfor directing economic affairs.However, in the
post-war period in the United Kingdom, each of the sides to such
tripartitearrangementsbegan to voice suspicion.Whilstin other European countries and Scandinavia,collaborative arrangementsamong
government,employers, and trade unions at national and local level
were to be developed,in the United Kingdom- as in the United States
- such formal mechanisms of industrial democracy made little
headway.23

British social psychologists of industry saw another way of linking
democracyand productivity,which they believed was not just an alternative to formal mechanismsof representation,but a more adequate
means of recognizing the democratic citizenship of the individual
worker.J. A. C. Brown, G. R. Taylor,and many others began to argue
that the organizationof the workplaceshould also respectthe need for
partnershipand should embody a recognitionof the workeras a citizen
of a democracy.24They elaboratedan image of social dynamicsbased
upon the Americansocial psychologyof Gordon Allport, KurtLewin,
J. L. Moreno, Muzafer Sherif, and others, and the sociology of the
Chicago School. Fusing this image of the dynamicsof group relations
with Mayoisthuman-relationsarguments,they painteda pictureof the
worker as a human being, as one who searched for meaning in experience - and hence as someone who should be engagedin adequate
structuresof communication.Further,they argued, psychologicalex-
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perimentationhad demonstratedthat persons worked best when led
democratically,not autocratically.They advocated a range of tactics
for the governmentof the workplacethat would, they argued,not only
Such a
produce humancontentment,but result in high productivity.25
rationale underpinned a series of academic texts and government
reports in the United Kingdom in the early 1950s, which argued for
increasingdemocracyat work in the name of enhancingboth contentment and productivity.The managementof the enterprisecould, it was
argued,be aligned with those images of enlightenedgovernmentfor
which war had been fought, and that had underpinnedvictory,namely
freedom, citizenship,and respect for the individual.Democracy was
held to walkhand in hand with industrialproductivityand humancontentment.26An alignmentwas possible between a democraticidentity
for the individualas a citizen, and the role of the workerwithinindustry.
As is well known, by the late 1950s these optimisticpolitical aspirations for the democraticreform of work throughthe managementof
humanrelationsfell into disreputeamongstboth academicsand politicians.27Evaluationstudies suggested that any improvementswrought
by human-relationsinnovations were short lived. Theorists and researcherson work drew attentionto the technicalfeaturesof industrial
organization and accorded them a pre-eminence over and above
humanfactors.Sociologistsdiscoveredthat the workerhad a life outside work,one thathad more influenceupon attitudesand valuesin the
workplace than any rejiggingof "atmosphere."The identity of the
workerwas now reconceptualized- the workerwas a rationaleconomic actor,not looking for pleasureor social values in work, but merely
seeking to maximizethe financialreturnsprovidedby employmentin
order to satisfy desires located in the world of leisure, family, and
home. Radicals pointed to the inherent conflicts of interest between
workersand management,that could not be conjuredawayby human
relations manipulation,and drew attention to the anti-trades-union
ambitionsof "humanrelations"both in theory and in practice.Political
problematizationsof work, notably in the United Kingdom, came to
focus upon the developmentof formal mechanismsto limit or rationalize conflicts between unions and managementover pay, hours, and
the like, conditions of work now figuringas merely one item amongst
many over which bargainingbetween competinginterestswas to take
place.
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These changingpresuppositionsconcerningthe identityof the worker,
and the correlativechangingmodes of governingthe workplaceacross
the firsthalf of the twentiethcentury,illustratea generalfeatureof programsfor the governmentof work:their congenitallyfailing naturefor the governmentof the workplaceis made up of a multiplicityof
heterogeneous and rivalrousschemes. The solutions put forwardby
one group are often viewed as problems by others. The aligningof
problemsand solutionsis ever likely to be only a temporarystabilizing
of relationsbetween multipleagents and arguments.But failureis not
destructivebut productive,for the "failings"of one programare the
impetusand the benchmarksfor futureprograms.The abilityof human
relations to align the government of the workplace, the political
problems of democracy,and the ethics of identity may have been a
temporaryand relativelyshort-livedphenomenon.But in the 1960s, a
new identity for the worker,a new programmaticagenda, and a new
way of interveningin the workplacewas to be elaboratedby expertsof
work,one that could be alliedwith a distinctivepoliticalrationalityand
a distinctivebody of expertise.It is to this new agenda,one that had as
its objectiveimproving"thequalityof workinglife,"thatwe now turn.
The quality of working life

Work must be humanized;work can be humanized. Such was the
message of an internationalconferenceheld in Torontoin 1981. Some
two thousand people from East and West Europe, Scandinavia,the
United States, and Canada - managers,trade unionists, government
officials,efficiencyconsultants,academics,and others - were gathered
together to review prospects for work reform in the 1980s.28Those
who attended were part of an internationaland self-consciouslyprogressive politics of the workplace.The names given to these various
projects for work reform were "arbetsmiljo,""humanisierungdes
Arbeitslebens,""ameliorationdes conditions de travail,""humanization of work,"or, more generally,"improvingthe quality of working
life."The local experiences they designated ranged from projects for
industrialdemocracy in Norway to schemes of work redesign in the
United States.
These varied formulations shared one central goal: to improve the
"qualityof workinglife."This ideal was articulatedin the name of the
mental health and personal fulfillmentof the worker,the ability and
moralityof the manager,the qualityof the product,the efficiencyand
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competitiveness of the enterprise, and the political legitimacy of the
corporation. No longer, so they declared, was work to be a denial of the
humanity of the worker. No longer was corporate power to exist as an
anomalous domain of despotism in a political context imbued with the
ethos of democracy. Through participative design, worker representation, flexible hours, job enrichment, job enlargement, self-managed
work teams, continual retraining, and much else, work should, it was
argued, become democratic, creative, innovative, and productive. At
issue here was a new mode of governing work, one that would be compatible with a more expanded and optimistic conception of the democratic government of the nation. A particular conception of the identity
of the worker as citizen was to be aligned with the reorganization of
work on the shopfloor. A way of making this reorganization of work
intelligible in psycho-social terms had to be provided if the aspirations
to improve the quality of working life were to be provided with moral
authority. The workplace had to be turned into a kind of laboratory, a
site in which ideas, inscriptions, and instruments would seek to transform the world of work.29
The elements of this program had first been brought together in
Norway in the mid-1960s. Norway's experiment with industrial democracy occurred at a time when Norway was concerned about its economic position vis-h-vis the Common Market, and when a United
Nations study appeared to show that all their resources were being
utilized fully - with the exception of their human resources. The Norwegian project took this definition of the problem and sought to
address it by linking the problem of productivity to the question of
democracy, under the name of "industrial democracy." Under the banner of democracy, alliances were formed among the Norwegian
Government, the Norwegian Confederation of Trades Unions, and the
Confederation of Employers, linked together via a program of research
carried out jointly by the Norwegian Work Research Institute and the
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations. And the "socio-technical"
strategy for work reform that had been developed by the Tavistock
Institute was able to reformulate itself as, above all, a program for real
democracy.
The Norwegian project took as its starting point a decisive rejection of
the notion that industrial problems may be overcome and productivity
enhanced by public-opinion management in the enterprise, by improved communications, or, more generally, by acting managerially
upon the atmosphere within which the social relations of production
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are conducted. It commenced with a study that drew essentially negative conclusions from an examination of attempts not only in Norway,
but also in England, Poland, Yugoslavia, and East Germany, to install
democracy by the mechanism of worker representation on company
boards. It appeared that representative structures in and of themselves
would neither improve working life nor bring about a real democratization of the workplace. Fundamental to the development of an alternative program of work reform was the argument that the technical conditions of work themselves must be analyzed, calculated, and reorganized
in the name of a psychological conception of the identity of the worker
that would simultaneously answer to the values of industrial efficacy
and political morality.
The notion of "socio-technical systems," as formulated in the work of
the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in the 1950s and 1960s,
underpinned this attempt to incorporate the technical dimensions of
work in a democratizing project guided by socio-psychological expertise.30The intellectual and practical program of socio-technical systems
problematized the technical organization from the perspective of the
human relations of the work process. In the studies of the industrial
and productivity troubles engendered by the mechanization of coal
mining, the workers themselves in certain pits had managed to find a
congenial form of organization, in small groups whose members interchanged tasks and exercised a degree of internal control over their
work. An interesting phenomenon, no doubt, but hardly in itself particularly significant. However, when viewed through the perspective of
Bion's analyses of leaderless groups, the Tavistock's wartime discovery
of therapeutic communities, and Kurt Lewin's work on group dynamics, this appeared not merely as a managerially useful solution to a
troubling set of difficulties, but a powerful and versatile new way in
which the "human machine" might be allied with the "productive
machine" by expertise. It was powerful and versatile because humanizing work was no longer merely a matter of adjusting the subjective
realm of work to its technical requirements by leadership and opinion
management. Rather, human requirements were to be internalized
within a technical re-configuration of the work process itself. The
worker was no longer to be understood merely as a psycho-physiological apparatus, or a more or less adjusted psyche, or even as a creature seeking comfort, reassurance, and satisfaction through the solidarities of the workplace. The worker was to be given a new identity as an active and motivated individual, seeking autonomy, control,
variety, and a sense of worth, and finding this in the carrying out of
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meaningfultasks within a dynamic system of small-grouprelations.
And this new identityfor the workerwas to be embedded in a novel
designof the physicaland spatialaspectsof the productionprocess.
The socio-technicalprograminvented a radicallynew mode of attention to the detailed organizationof the plant - be it machine shop,
calico mill, retail outlet, or coal mine - thereby providingmanagers
with a new way of thinkingabout and actingupon theirdomain.31And
it did this through a re-configurationof the physical and subjective
organizationof work at a level that made sense within the matrixof
production- that of the group.Additionally,it provideda place for reanalyzingthe pathologiesof individuals- absenteeism,defensiveness,
hostility to innovation and change, and the like - in terms not of
intractableproblems of the individual psyche, but in terms of the
psychologicalconsequencesof particulargroup dynamics.32This promised a "jointoptimization"of the social and the technical.And it did
so throughone particularsocio-technicaldevice - that of the "autonomous group,"in which individualsin a groupwere given responsibility
for a majorsection of a work task, settingtheir own targetsand managingtheirown relationshipswith one another.By such means,or so it
was hoped, motivation,satisfaction,efficiency,and productivitywould
be correlativelyincreased.
The socio-technicalapproachprovided a profound "simplication"of
the diverse troublesand activitiesthat managersand others who were
engagedin the detailedadministrationof the workingenvironmenthad
to cope with. Its "simplifying"capacityderived from the highly theoretical social-psychologicalvocabularyof social relationshipsthat enabled it to make rationalizedconnectionsamongsta diversityof previously distinctand mundanemattersof workplaceorganization- such
as the numbersof looms for which each weaver,batteryfiller,and bobbin carrierought to be responsible - and to articulateformulae for
theirreorganization.33
Further,in construingthe enterpriseas a unit of study,and in conferringupon this unitythe dignityof the term"system,"the socio-technical
perspectivenot only made the managers'task more encompassing;it
re-definedits boundariesso thatthe enterprisewas not merelya unit of
administrativeconvenience but became one of theoretical salience.
And, in characterizingthe enterpriseas an "open system,"it also provided a way of linkingthe organizationof the shop floor to the "environment"within which it operated. The enterprise could now be
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understood as a self-regulating system linked to an economy through
"inputs" and "outputs."Thus did the notion of socio-technical systems
link the internal configuration of the enterprise not only with market
variations - scarcities, gluts, changing consumer demand - but also
with variations in the "social" environment of work - political changes
and changing ethical and cultural values.34
The Norwegian case provided the first locale where the elements could
be brought together to set this program to work on a large scale: the
democratic corporatist political rationality then prevalent provided the
appropriate cultural ideals; the socio-technical expertise of the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations provided the requisite expertise; and
a number of firms provided the vital laboratories. The research recommended nothing less than a fundamental redesign of work, a profound reorganization of the working environment along socio-technical
lines. Drawing upon the experimental social psychology of Kurt Lewin,
and Louis Davis's analysis of the practices of production engineers,
experts sought to redesign jobs according to certain general principles:
optimum variety of tasks; a meaningful pattern of tasks to give each job
a semblance of a single overall task; an optimum length for the work
cycle; some scope for setting standards of quantity and quality of production and a suitable feedback of knowledge of results; the inclusion
in the job of some of the auxiliary and preparatory tasks; the tasks
included in the job should include some degree of care, skill, knowledge, or effort worthy of respect in the community; and the job should
make some perceivable contribution to the utility of the product for the
consumer.35 This redesign of work was more than a technical rearrangement of machines on the shop floor, it was to be the material
basis for new relations among the demands of production, the personhood of the worker, and the political ideals of democracy.
In the period that followed, the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations
played a key role in linking together the diverse initiatives that began to
proliferate on the basis of the Norwegian examples, and stabilizing
them into a functioning assemblage of thought and action. A network
of researchers and action research centers began to form in Holland,
Sweden, Denmark, France, and Ireland, as well as in the United States.
By the early 1970s, the "movement" was receiving enthusiastic support
not only from researchers, consultants, employers, and politicians, but
also from such bodies as the International Labour Organization. The
workers were enjoined to find dignity in work by identifying with the
product, assuming responsibility for production, and finding their own
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worth embedded, reflected, and enhanced in the quality of work as a
product and an experience. The themes of job enrichment, job rotation,
autonomous work groups, participation, self management, design of
work systems, and so forth helped articulate a novel conception of the
relations to be sought among the world of production, the identity of
the worker, and the meaning of work in a democracy.
By 1972, when an International Conference was held in New York, this
network had formed itself into a self-conscious international movement that went under the banner of the Quality of Working Life: the
task of "humanizingwork" was now a "prioritygoal" of the 1970s.36 An
International Council was established to integrate the national "nodes"
of the movement into a supportive and expanding network that could
put pressure on Government and establish the necessary expertise.
With hindsight, the values it proclaimed do not, at first sight, seem all
that novel: security, equity, individuation, and democracy. But the old
language of human relations was inflected, even radicalized. There was
an explicit concern with the deleterious social and political consequences of alienation at work brought about by the dehumanizing
industrial culture, and anxiety about this spreading further to the personal services and even the professions. For some, the advance of technology was seen to herald the possibility of a destruction of jobs and
the subordination of the worker to the machine. But for others there
was also the rosy prospect of a fundamentally new identity for the
worker in a post-industrial society, one that would be liberated from
the constraint of repetitive and uncreative labor.
These twin options for imagining the future of work were in fact simply
two versions of the same diagnosis. For they shared the humanistic
aspiration to enhance the social solidarity provided through work. And
both sought to align this with a new identity for the worker as a unique
individual seeking a personal meaning and purpose in the activity of
labor. If the autonomy of the worker was to be respected in a democracy, and if governments were to honor their responsibility for the welfare of each and all, this would need to be addressed not only by means
of legal protection and social benefits, but would have to be pursued
right down to the details of workplace and shopfloor organization. This
would certainly enhance productivity, efficiency, flexibility, quality, and
so forth, but, of equal importance, was that it would "optimize the
worker's well-being and, correspondingly, that of society... [and]
develop in the worker a sense of hope, activeness and productiveness,
alleviating symptoms of discontent, mental illness and despair."37A
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new responsible, autonomous, identity for the worker was to be the
keystonein an archspanningthe protectionof the social fabricand the
revitalizationof economic life at the one end and the reconstructionof
the minutiaeof technical,financial,and power relationsin the workplace on the other.
The temporarypotency of the movementfor the qualityof workinglife
derived, in part, from its capacity to link together a wide variety of
authoritieson work into a loosely coupled alliance.This providedeach
with a shared rationalityfor their calculationsand projects, and endowedtheirdiverseambitions,aspirations,and activitieswith a renewed
ethicalbasis.Managers,supervisors,and tradeunionistswereconcerned
not merely with workingconditions,but with the content of jobs, the
organizationof work,and the designof equipment.They were attracted
by the possibilityof redesigningproductionin sucha waythatwouldnot
diminish,and might even enhance efficiency,and yet would "takeinto
account the rising proportionof employees who are seeking, in their
work, a decreasein stress or boredom and an increasedsatisfactionof
such naturalneeds as a continuingopportunityto make fuller use of
their capacities- and to develop them."38Technologistsand engineers
concernedwith automationfound a languagein whichto promotetheir
attemptsto designnew formsof productionsystem,includingthe use of
robots,that would modify and humanizetasks.Systemstheoristsfound
new conceptual and practical allies for their reconceptualizationof
organizationsas "open"socio-technicalsystemsof a dynamiccharacter,
in whichthe productionsystemhad to be designedwith a recognitionof
its continuoustransactionwith a changingenvironmentand the consequentneed for flexibility.Accountantsand economistsdiscovered,in
"qualityof workinglife,"a furtherargumentto supportthe introduction
of new techniquessuch as social audit methods and human-resource
accounting, which would align their expert role with contemporary
values.39Doctors and othersconcernedwiththe safetyand healthof the
workerin the workplace,and the consequencesof workfor physicaland
mentalhealth,found a new impetusfor their somewhatunfashionable
concerns.And social researchers,industrialconsultants,and specialists
in industrialrelationsfound a new vocabularyfor their activitiesand a
new justificationfor their expertise that were simultaneouslysocial,
political,economic,and ethical.
Despite this ardent enthusiasm and advocacy, this experiment with
improvingthe qualityof workinglife was to provelocal and short-lived.
Whilstthe five experimentalsites in whichEmery and Thorsrud'sNor-
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wegian project had been installed achieved apparent success, the program was not to diffuse across Norway as its originators had hoped.
Instead, the technology of work reform was to jump national boundaries and to find, in the Swedish firms of Volvo and Saab Scania, its
paradigmatic locus. Sweden was at the forefront of the articulation of
democratic corporatism on a national scale, with representatives of
government, employers, and trade unions linked into an industrial
democracy joint council, experimenting with ways of reforming work
organizations, enhancing workers' power, promoting a new role for
unions, and establishing new methods of management in the interests
of democracy, efficiency, productivity, and equality.40The experiments
at Volvo's Kalmar car factory achieved a kind of mythical status. Introduced in an attempt to cure a growing problem of absenteeism and
labor turnover, Volvo succeeded in cutting its absenteeism rate through
a comprehensive system of job redesign. This involved splitting the
assembly process into group working, allowing some rotation of jobs
within groups, and providing some freedom for groups to change the
layout of their working areas, to vary the pace of work, to alter the frequency of rest-periods, to regulate the speed of assembly machines,
and the like.41
Whilst some other European and North American motor manufacturers showed interest in a more limited "humanization of work," the
general take up during the 1960s and 1970s was slow and unspectacular. In England, enthusiasm for this radical program for improving the
quality of working life by work redesign was largely confined to a few
researchers and evangelists; its destiny was to be reabsorbed into a
managerial technology for promoting worker commitment and contentment. Elliot reports that research found only 111 examples of job
restructuring in Britain by 1975 - mainly having the form of job rotation and job enrichment in firms with assembly line and process production - a figure that had probably reached not much over 200 by the
end of the seventies. And the alternative path that was followed in the
United Kingdom for workers' representation on company boards, was
to prove a cul-de-sac.42
Work redesign, in the sense of the fundamental reconfiguration of
working arrangements on the shop floor, was thus intrinsically dependent upon the salience of its particular conceptions of the identity of
the worker and upon more general political problematizations of the
place of work in a democratic society. The sense of its relevance to the
"problems" of production depended on a complex set of alliances
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among political forces, employers, trades unionists, experts, and
workers; in the absence of such an alliance, its capacity to produce
effects was greatly reduced. Further, the very comprehensiveness of the
vision of work reform articulated in the 1970s, the total transformation
of the technical organization of the workplace it envisaged, set limits to
its penetrative capacity. Nonetheless, whatever the limits of its practical
impact, the program of humanizing work was to lose none of its seductiveness to work reformers in the next decade.

Dreams of humane work
Throughout the 1970s, the notion of the humanization of work imbued
a stream of politico-ethical problematizations of production from the
perspective of identity and democracy. A plethora of books, articles,
conferences, and experiments at work reform took place in many different national contexts. In the United Kingdom, the Department of
Employment published their report On The Quality of WorkingLife in
1973. The publication of the report was marked by the announcement
by the Conservative Secretary of State for Employment of the setting
up of a tripartite steering group - significantly organized around the
less contentious theme of "job satisfaction."43The group, made up of
representatives from the Government, the Confederation of British
Industries, and the Trades Union Congress, was asked to "consider
ideas for improving the satisfaction which people derive from their
work," and to stimulate a wider understanding of what can, and should,
be done to improve the quality of working life. Its chairman stressed
that two factors were central to this new found national concern with
job satisfaction:
1. The right of individual workers to be treated as human beings with feelings
and personalities rather than as inanimate units of production.
2. The manifest pressures in advanced industrial societies that arise from
basic incompatibilities between social and technological change.44

This set of linked themes - the rights of workers as citizens of a democracy and as human beings, and the need for industry to cope with technological advance and international competition - occurs again and
again. The role of managers, in alliance with psycho-technical experts,
is to be one of aligning the former with the latter, in a conceptual and
practical matrix that simultaneously addresses questions of production,
identity, and democracy.
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Papers and monographsbegan to appear reportingexperimentsand
case studies in the humanizationof work, in ICI, in Shell, in Phillips
UK, in BOC, and elsewhere.45The theory of job redesign and the
reformof the world of productionwas elaboratedin the professional
It provideda counterpointto the rediscovery
and academicliterature.46
of a kind of sociologizedMarxism,one that recastthe theory of alienation in terms of the boredom and discontent resultingfrom the fragmentationand meaninglessnessof workinglife under modern industrialconditions.47Thus Peter Warr'sedited collection of papersfrom a
conferenceheld in York,Englandin 1974, and sponsoredby the Scientific AffairsDivision of NATO, publishedunder the genial title of Personal Goals and WorkDesign,could open with a quotationfrom a distinctlyungenialworkof FriedrichEngels entitled TheConditionsof the
WorkingClass in England in 1844:"Manknows no greaterhappiness
than that which is derived from productive work voluntarilyundertaken. On the other hand, man knows no more degradingor unbearable misery than forced labour...."48The 87 participantsin this conference came from 13 Countries:Australia,Belgium,Canada,Greece,
the Netherlands,New Zealand, Norway,Swaziland,Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, the United States, and West Germany.The
rangeof questionscoveredis paradigmaticof the new matrixof theory,
ethics,and practicabilitythatworkreformhad constituted:
What is the present level of work satisfaction? What is known about attitudes
to work? What do people want from work? How are societies' views of
working life changing? How adequate are our conceptual frameworks and
methodological approaches? ... What organizational features are ethically
desirable? To what extent should work be designed to promote psychological well-being? How do researcher's and consultants' value systems correspond to those of other people in organizations? ... How can we achieve
what is desirable? What in practice can researchers and consultants do to
change organizations? What factors prevent recommendations being followed? What organizational tactics yield substantial improvements?49

Albert Chernssynthesizedthe practico-ethicalform of these contributions and their concerns to re-configurethe social world by prefigurative changeswithinthe workplace:"Changesin organizationsaimed at
replacingtheir constraininginfluence with liberatingones would do
more than any other changes to engender imaginativeand original
No less economicallydetersolutionsto our wider social dilemmas."50
ministin their way than Marx, the work re-designerssaw their role as
both idealists and realists,as a new form of pragmaticactivismin the
struggleto reformsocial life througha reformof the sphereof production.
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The international cast of the work-reform movement indicates something significant about the potency of the alliance that it promised
between expertise and ethics, between identity and productivity,
between practicable local organizational change and governmental
objectives for national economic health. Thus, only one year after it
was established by Willy Brandt in 1971, the Kommission fiir wirtschaftlichen und sozialen Wandel (Commission for Economic and
Social Change) had commissioned Lisl Klein of the Tavistock Institute
of Human Relations to review theories and methods in the field of
work organization and to report on European developments in the
design of jobs and the organization of work.51 The International
Labour Organisation considered the development of new forms of
work organization entirely in line with its interest, since its foundation
in 1919, in making work more humane. It cooperated in a major study
on the effects of group production methods on the humanization of
work.52 It published a series of articles on the organization of work in
The International Labour Review from 1975 onward, produced a Bibliography on major aspects of the humanisation of work and the quality
of working life, and included a systematic study of new forms of work
organization in its program for 1976-1977, the first volume of studies
on Denmark, Norway, Sweden, France, The Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States appearing in 1979.53
Everywhere, it appeared industrialized countries were having to cope
with the rapid pace of technical and social change; everywhere workers
were becoming increasingly critical of conditions of work. New forms
of work organization would provide some of the psychological incentives needed by all men and women as reasoning, social beings.
And everywhere, such innovations would, it was argued, promote not
only satisfaction, but performance, democracy, and adaptability to
change.
The United States was a vital sector within the network for work
reform. In the United States, the humanization of work was to emerge
within a field of argument in which the traditional private corporation
seemed to be proving itself inadequate to meet the imperatives of the
new information technology, the pace of technological change, competition from the Third World and Japan, and the crucial importance of
continual stimulation of consumption. These imperatives combined
with a range of socio-political demands that production take as central
the values of adaptability, innovation, flexibility, excellence, sensitivity
to consumer pressures and the demands of the market. The work reformers argued that what was required was a mode of administering the
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corporation so that it could adjust itself dynamically to the changing
demands of this economic environment. And whilst there were innumerable recipes for the revitalization of economic activity, the programs of work reform could present their own schemes as being as well
suited for the purpose as the old systems of organizational hierarchy
were ill suited.54
Further, there were specific changes in the perception of the system of
collective bargaining and industrial relations in America.55 The American labor movement was widely thought to have reached a crisis after
more than twenty years of decline - reducing in size and influence,
unable to cope with new technological and social demands, outflanked
by a range of popularly publicized agreements struck in non-unionized
collective bargaining settings over issues that departed from the traditional agenda of improved wages, job security, and fringe benefits. The
unions were faced with the question of whether they could find a role
for themselves within this new environment of labor relations, one in
which their membership now came predominantly from the public sector, whose workers were attached to the values of individual quality of
life.
Additionally, demands and programs for the reform of work linked up
with another set of concerns: political problematizations of the corporation that focused upon its lack of social responsibility, its democratic deficit. The repeated attempts in the United States to confer
political legitimacy upon the corporation had not succeeded in reconciling the concentration of economic power in private hands with
democratic ideals: As Kristol put it "No other institution in American
history - not even slavery - has ever been so consistently unpopular as
has the large corporation with the American public. It was controversial from the outset, and it has remained so today."56And Mintzberg
argued that, if such significant sections of the population have come to
feel swamped by corporate actions and corporate values - in their
roles as workers, managers, consumers, citizens concerned about the
natural and social environment, and the human costs of unplanned
technology, the obvious question becomes "Who is wielding all of that
power? Who controls the corporation, decides what it does,... The
giant corporation is typically controlled by its own administrators, despite
the absence of a fundamentally legitimate basis for their power."57Of
course, the responses to this democratic deficit were varied, but work
reform could begin to stake out a powerful space within the field of
programs for government regulation, worker representation, increased
powers for consumers and lobbyists, and the like.
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And the message of a range of studies and publications throughout the
1970s was also of a challenge from the workers themselves. From
Working, Studs Terkel's popular collection of interviews with people
talking about what they do all day and how they feel about it,58to Work
in America, a report by the government's task force, it seemed that:
Our Nation is being challenged by a set of new issues having to do, in one
way or another, with the quality of working life. This theme emerges from the
alienation and disenchantment of blue-collar workers, from the demands of
minorities for equitable participation in "the system," from the search by
women for a new identity and the quest for the aged for a respected and useful social role, from the youth who seek a voice in their society, and from
almost everyone who suffers from the frustration of life in a mass society.59

Work, and the reform of the workplace, could, it seemed, act as an
"institutional fulcrum to move aside many of the expressed dissatisfactions of many Americans."60 The work reformers accepted that
measures at the level of the work organization needed to be placed in
the context of programs of re-training, vocational guidance, and job
creation. Nonetheless, the redesign of jobs held the promise "to decrease mental and physical health costs, increase productivity, and
improve the quality of life for millions of Americans at all occupational
levels, it would give, for the first time, a voice to many workers in an
important decision-making process. Citizen participation in the arena
where the individual's voice directly affects his immediate environment
may do much to reduce political alienation in America."61The reform
of the world of production, that is to say, was to be an element in a
pedagogic program for the re-education of the disaffected in the values
of democracy.
In the space opened by the intersection of these diverse concerns, a
range of national organizations was established. There was the National
Centerfor Productivity and Quality of WorkingLife, established by executive order in 1970 and given statutory authority by Congress in
1971 - it explicitly linked the problem of improving the rate of productivity with that of improving the quality of working life. There was
the National Quality of WorkCenter,founded in 1974 in affiliation with
the Institute of Social Research of the University of Michigan - it
helped set up and evaluate demonstration projects ranging from those
involving the Tennessee Valley Authority to those involving the United
Mine Workers of America and the Rushton Mining Company. There
was the Centerfor the Quality of WorkingLife formed in 1975 in affiliation with the Institute of Industrial Relations of the University of Cali-
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fornia at Los Angeles - it sought to formulate and publicize approaches that would enhance the quality of life in the workplace. There
was the Workin America Institute - it aimed to improve the nature and
organization of work, and to increase productivity and enhance the
quality of life. And there were innumerable similar bodies at the state
and local level.62
As noted already, a conference held in Toronto in 1981 on prospects
for work reform in the eighties attracted over two thousand participants, not merely academics but over a thousand managers, two
hundred and fifty trade unionists, as well as government officials and
efficiency consultants.63 The doyens of the movement, such as Eric
Trist, went so far as to propose a new philosophy of work and a new
identity for the worker, in which people would be considered as a
resource to be developed, not extensions of machines but complementary to them, not requiring external controls but regulating themselves,
building the conditions for collaboration and collegiality rather than
competition, for commitment and involvement rather than alienation,
for innovation rather than the avoidance of risk, for fusing the purposes
of the organization with those of its members and of society at large.64
Trist was not alone in seeing, in the reform of work under the banner of
the quality of working life, the first step in a process in which workers
would increasingly come to recognize their own competence and
would challenge not only the authority of managers but the very denials
of rights fundamental to capitalist economic relations.
Despite its explicit emphasis on union participation and its espousal of
emancipatory values, the same criticisms that had been levelled at
human-relations doctrines were redirected at the Quality of Working
Life.65 No doubt they contain more than a germ of truth. But the significance of the notion of Quality of Working Life was not merely its
capacity to disarm, disguise, and legitimate. These dreams of humane
work were more than mere ideology, managerial apologetics, self-interested professional entrepreneurship, or palliatives for industrial discontent. They articulated a new image of work and a new way of
making this image practicable, one that could be aligned with the aspirations and objectives of so many groups: not only workers, unions,
managers, and bosses, but also politicians trying to program a reorganization of work to cope with the "turbulent environment" brought about
by technological change, international competition, and the new aspirations of citizens. The apparent power of "quality of working life" lay
in its capacity to establish a kind of mutual translatability of macro-
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economic, industrial, social, political, and ethical concerns into practicable programs for the reform of the technical and organizational
dimensions of work in line with a new image of the identity of the citizen in advanced liberal democracies.
But the technical forms of production organization that could make
such programs operable were only available in limited domains.
Attempts to realize the program in anything like its full form were
limited to a few hundred organizations in the United States, and even
fewer elsewhere. When this technical transformation was more widely
available - in the form of cellular manufacturing, Just-In-Time production systems, zero inventory levels, computer-integrated manufacturing, and so forth - it was linked up to a distinct set of ideals concerning
production and the identity of the worker, one that was apparently
better able to align ideals of individualism with those of group solidarity. The central term of these new programs was enterprise.

The enterprising subject
During the 1980s, especially in Britain and the United States, a new set
of political ideals were to be articulated. The new right was certainly
most vocal in problematizing national life in terms of its neglect of the
values of autonomy, entrepreneurship, and individual self-motivation.
But these programs shared something with the otherwise very different
arguments of civil libertarians, traditional liberals, and left-wing radicals: all were sceptical about the benefits conferred by systems of welfare and about the powers that had been acquired by regulatory states
and corporatist relations amongst business, unions, and government,
and all based their criticisms on the wish to restore control to the citizen as a free individual.66 These political arguments took shape in a
context in which production in the formerly preeminent manufacturing
nations of the West was being problematized in a new way: in terms of
lack of international competitiveness, poor quality, and neglect of the
supreme importance of the customer. Such problematizations took one
country as their supreme point of reference: Japan. The threat of Japan
in the struggle for markets was linked to many things - price, quality,
innovation, and much more - but it was Japanese working practices
that were believed to be at the root of each of these. And one myth of
the Japanese worker - as valuing group harmony over individuality,
company loyalty over self-advancement, conformity over innovation was laid aside in favor of another. It was now argued that what made
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Japanese companies successful, competitive, innovative, efficient, and
market responsive, what gave them their deadly combination of high
quality and high productivity, was the way in which they made use of
the capacities and commitment of their employees.67 Whatever the
validity of these pictures of Japanese work practices, this new way of
problematizing production in Europe and the United States tied programs of work reform to a new image of the worker that had been
taking shape in industrial psychology and management theory during
the 1980s: the worker was an individual seeking to fulfill him- or herself through work, and work was an essential element in the path to
selffulfilment.
The notion that the manager should seek to instrumentalize the selfactualizing impulses of the worker was not invented in the 1980s - as
early as 1964 Argyris was urging organizations to utilize positively the
psychological energy of individuals, by allowing them to "strive continuously to find and create opportunities in which they can increase
the awareness and acceptance of their selves and others."68But it was
in the 1980s that an entrepreneurial identity for the individual became
central to a new political problematization of work and simultaneously
to a new set of ethical norms for the citizen in a democracy. The political vocabulary of enterprise, as it took shape in this period, established
a versatile set of relations among a critique of contemporary institutional forms, a program for the revitalization of economic life and
national power, and an ethics of the self.69
From the mid-1970s on, American theorists from Maslow to Herzberg, from Vroom to Peters and Waterman, painted a new picture of
the worker as an entrepreneurial individual seeking to actualize and
fulfill him- or herself in work as in all aspects of life.70 Doctrines of
management constructed within this problem space sought to overcome organizational problems, and to ensure dynamism, excellence,
and innovation by activating and engaging the self-fulfilling aspirations
of the individuals who make up the workforce. Work, they argued,
must no longer be viewed as the imposition of constraint, order, and
routine upon the individual whose individuality and personal goals
were at best an obstacle to company objectives. The worker was depicted as an enterprizing individual in search of meaning, responsibility, and a sense of personal achievement in life, and hence in work.
For management doctrines articulated in these terms, the new political
salience accorded to an entrepreneurial identity for the individual
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opened a fertile territory for the development of a variety of programs
for reinvigorating personal and economic existence. The "enterprising"
activities of businesses, organizations, and individuals, rather than
planning and state intervention, would reconcile what was known of
"human nature" with the economic imperatives of production and the
democratic imperatives of politics. Enterprise here meant not simply
an organizational form - that of separate units in competition - but an
image of a certain mode of activity that could be applied equally to
organizations such as hospitals or universities, to individuals within
such organizations whether these be managers or workers, and, more
generally, to persons in their everyday existence. The "enterprising self"
was a new identity for the employee, one that blurred, or even obliterated, the distinction between worker and manager. The "enterprising
self" was the active citizen of democracy at work, whether in charge of
a particular product division, a large corporation, or a particular set of
activities on the shop floor. Whilst much was made, in political programs over this period, of the need to reduce government intervention
wherever it was found, the notions of enterprise and the "enterprising
self" were not linked to an abolition of expert intervention in work, but
gave rise to new strategies for seeking to govern the workplace. Individuals had to be governed in light of the fact that they each sought to conduct their lives as a kind of enterprise of the self, striving to improve the
"quality of life" for themselves and their families through the choices
that they took within the marketplace of life.71 The task for management was to ensure that the maximum benefit to the firm was obtained
through the interplay of these autonomous entities, each seeking to
maximize its own advantage in a competitive market, taking risks,
striving to do better, calculating what would best advance its own interests.
The emergence of concepts and practices of enterprise as central to the
mentalities of politics was more than a matter of reference to certain
texts of neo-liberal political philosophy.72 It entailed the elaboration of
a new territory for political debate and contestation, running across the
political spectrum, in which the self-actualizing individual was to provide the basis and presupposition for the formulation and evaluation of
political strategies and the transformation of social and economic life.
Once more, governmental reason was to found itself upon a certain
conception of the subjective identity of the person, once more an ethic
of personal identity was to underpin and inspire intervention in a range
of specific sites, of which the world of production was to be central. It
was in these terms that new relations were to be established among
production, identity, and democracy.
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In the writings of a host of management experts and theorists of the
organization, and in a multitude of political pronouncements, work was
reconceptualized as a realm where productivity would be maximized,
innovation assured, quality enhanced, and staff commitment achieved
when the worker - whether manager, technician, administrator, or
shop-floor laborer - could actualize him- or herself through work.73
This was no longer a question of managing the relations of the workplace to ensure satisfaction, but rather of making use of the desire of all
individuals to be creative, autonomous, and to strive to improve themselves and their performance if offered encouragement and reward.
Bureaucracy, large-scale work organization, hierarchy, and the like
were to be perceived in a new light, as obstacles that mitigated against
enterprise and self-realization, and that diminished the flexibility that
was necessary for the full engagement of the aspirations of the person
with the activity of production. Work was to become an essential element in the path for the self-realization of individual identity; simultaneously, the struggle for self-improvement, if it could be linked up to
the objectives of the organization, would provide the surest foundation
for economic success. A thousand training courses, self-help manuals,
and exemplary autobiographies of the successful would operate in
these terms.74 A re-worked expertise of work and the worker would
once more align political problematizations and regimes of subjectivity
in programs for the government of work. Success and failure at work
were now to figure integrally in the self-evaluation, self-judgment, and
self-improvement techniques of the individual, whether office worker,
factory manager, or potential management high flyer.
In these new ways of managing work, whose destiny and consequences
are still unclear, a new alignment is forged within rationalities of
management among conceptions of personal identity, images of the
enterprise and the sphere of production, and political and cultural
values concerning the nature of work and the workplace in a democracy. Most importantly, a new alliance is formed between the progressive and democratic aspirations of those who wish to humanize
work, the entrepreneurial and individualistic images of the worker set
out in the writings of management consultants, and the devices and
techniques of the new psychological culture.75The new interventions in
work can utilize the whole range of psychological techniques for retraining workers and managers alike. These techniques are themselves
multiplicities; they can be linked up with a variety of aspirations and
concerns. They are personally desirable, for they promise to help participants "know themselves," that is, to increase and sharpen their own
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self-knowledgeand self understanding.They are commerciallycompelling, for they answerto the commerciallogic of improvingproductivity,competitiveness,and the like. They are practicable,for they take
shape in a rangeof techniques,devices, and gadgetsthatcan be utilized
in the day-to-dayworld of office or factory.And they are profoundly
ethical, for in equippingthe authorityof the managerwith a psychologicalcoloration,they makeits exercisealmosta therapeuticactivity.
Once more, changingregimes of productioncan be seen as a central
site for the genealogy of identity.Workis no longer a locus for social
governmentthroughthe socializingconsequencesof productivelabor;
it is now one amongsta numberof locales in which the personallogic
of autonomous subjectivityis to be harnessed to national ends. The
individualis now to be fulfilled in work, a realmnow construedas one
in which we produce, discover,and experienceour selves, ratherthan
to be emancipatedfrom work,perceivedas merelya meansto end. The
firm and the polity are to provide mirror images of each other, as
locales as diverse as the home, the factory,and the marketplace are
re-jigged as sites in which enterprisingindividuals can fulfill themselves.

Conclusion
In this article, we propose an analysis of work reform from the perspec-

tive of government.We arguefor a positive analysisof all those dreams
and schemesfor the calculatedadministrationof life that seek to make
operable a particularidentityfor the worker,and at the same time to
embody principles compatible with a particular understandingof
democracy.And we suggestthatpsycho-socialexpertisehas acquireda
vital place in the diverse attemptsto link individualssubjectivelyand
emotionally to their productiveactivity.For in the attempts of work
reformers of varying kinds to accord meaning to work, a space has

been opened up for the elaborationof a body of knowledgesof work

and of the worker. Programs of work reform are, we argue, intrinsically
"performative."They provide ways of imagining the nature of work that
are reciprocally related to conceptions of the nature of the individual
who is to carry it out. Alignments among production, identity, and
democracy are forged in large part by those expertises that claim a
knowledge of both the technical nature of work and the psycho-social
nature of the worker.
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To locate work reform on the register of government is to address indirectly the issue of authority in liberal democratic societies.76 For a
claim to expertise based in knowledge is an ethical condition for the
exercise of authority in so many domains of such societies. The authority of authorities to act upon the actions of others is established to the
extent that such actions can be seen to be secured on the basis of a
"true"understanding of the nature of the entity to be governed. Before
employers can be persuaded to engage in costly and risky experiments
with their production processes, those who promise efficiency gains to
management as well as personal fulfilment to workers and unions have
to establish a set of legitimated claims to competence. And, insofar as
the programs of work reform that we have analyzed here appeal to
democratic principles, the knowledge of the worker and of work has
itself to be congruent with prevailing conceptions of the rights and responsibilities of citizens in a democracy.
Perhaps this is most clearly illustrated by two parallel recent examples.
The first comes from the United States where the twin themes of responsibility and autonomy are being articulated in relation to advances
in technology such as the increased usage of robotics and computer
integrated manufacturing, as well as in relation to issues of economic
citizenship. The image of a joint optimization of personal satisfaction
and of the production process has arisen in the United States in part as
a way of diagnosing the "problems" of American industry and in part as
a way of seeking to program its future. American industry has been
indicted for producing goods of inferior quality, for inefficiency, for
seeking short-term profits at the expense of long-term goals, and more
generally for having failed to keep pace with foreign producers. The
"rediscovery of the factory" in political discourse is as much a selfcritique as an attempt to transform American industry.77This problematization of the factory has come to be linked up to a rethinking of
the type of identity that is appropriate to the worker as an individual to
be endowed with responsibility and autonomy within a newly reconfigured production process, one organized according to Just-In-Time
principles and the dictates of "customer-driven manufacturing."As the
recent report of an MIT Commission on Industrial Productivity argues,
individuals should be given "a larger responsibility for organizing the
production process," enabling them to "experience a new measure of
mastery and independence on the job that could go well beyond maximizing productivity and extend to personal and professional satisfaction and well-being."78This appeal for a new identity of the worker
goes hand in hand with calls for "employee empowerment."79
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This vision of a new identity for the worker, and the call for new relationships to be formed among employees, corporations, and technology should, no doubt, be treated very cautiously in the context of global production regimes that are increasingly represented in terms of a
responsiveness to customer needs. Whilst the rhetoric of the "new economic citizenship"80 makes much of the increased responsibility to be
accorded to workers, in identifying international competitiveness as the
key to America's problems, it also paves the way for a reorganization of
production regimes that could well rebound harshly on those who are
called upon to give so much more of themselves in their work. Nonetheless, before we rush to adjudge these arguments as merely one more
version of an ideology whose real motive is pacification and exploitation, we might set this discourse against the words of someone operating from within a radically different experience of work.
Writing before he became the President of Czechoslovakia, Vaclav
Havel described the "catastrophic effect" that a nationalized and centralized economy has on what is, for him, most crucial: the relationships between an individual and his or her co-workers, between subordinates and their superiors, between an individual and his or her
work, between work and its consequences. He continued "All the
natural motive forces of economic life, such as human inventiveness
and enterprise, just payment for work done, market relations, competition and so on, are scrapped.... People lose - and this is the worst of all
- any contact whatsoever with the meaning of their work."81Drawing
attention to the similarities between the consequences of depersonalization and loss of meaning in the organization of work under command
systems, and those in enormous private multinational corporations which are almost like socialist states - Havel argued that the traditional
debate over the ownership of the means of production is not the main
problem: the most important thing is that humans should be the
measure of all structures, that, as far as economic organization is concerned, the political question should be: "what contributes to the general good of the human being, and what, on the contrary, destroys it":
The most important thing today is for economic units to maintain - or,
rather, renew - their relationship with individuals, so that the work that
people perform has human substance and meaning, so that people can see
into how the enterprise they work for works, have a say in that, and assume
responsibility for it. Such enterprises must have - I repeat - a human
dimension; people must be able to work in them as people, as beings with a
soul and a sense of responsibility, not as robots, regardless of how primitive
or highly intelligent they may be.
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The ethical concerns about identity, production, and democracy that
animate these two separate arguments from the United States and
Czechoslovakia, so similar despite their manifest differences, highlight
the dimension that we suggest has been central to the construction and
reconstruction of the territory of work over the course of this century.
This is not an empirical matter of assessing the extent to which such
dreams have been implemented, a question of measuring the discrepancy between ideal and reality. Indeed we suggest that "failure"is
intrinsic to such programs. Whilst attempts to reform work are eternally optimistic, they are also eternally judged to have failed, and the
reasons for this failure utilized as the basis for further attempts to
reform work. The question of success and failure is further complicated
because programs of work reform are not coherent and seamless realizations of any one theory or politics: as we have demonstrated they are
alliances between multiple and heterogeneous components, and what
appears as a "solution" within one program may well appear to be the
"problem" for another. But insofar as attempts to govern the world of
work are made up of elements ranging from ethical ideals and principles to devices for designing and acting upon the technical composition of the work process, there is an incessant process of seeking to
align each with the other so that the technical redesign of the workplace
can be conducted in a manner deemed appropriate to a democratic
society.
To analyze such a process is not to arbitrate on whether it is essentially
humanizing or dehumanizing, liberating or imprisoning. For to do so is
to presuppose that a particular device or argument is "good" or "bad"
in and of itself. Whereas what we suggest here is the importance of
analyzing an ensemble of norms and practices, an assemblage of ideas
and devices, a complex of ways of thinking and ways of intervening that
seek to regulate and shape the world of work and the politics of work at
any particular time. We have argued that ethical concerns about the
nature of work are themselves shaped by the changing identity for the
person - as psychophysiological machine, as an adjusted or maladjusted individual, as a social being seeking solidarity, as a responsible
and autonomous subject, as a creature striving for actualization, or as
an "enterprising self" - elaborated by psychological expertise. They are
shaped also by the various issues in relation to which work has been
problematized - social unrest, maladjustment, industrial conflict,
falling productivity, international competitiveness, innovation, flexibility, and democratic deficit.
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Analyzing work from this perspective illustrates its crucial importance
for a genealogy of identity. For it is in work, as much as in "private life,"
that human beings have been required to civilize themselves and
encouraged to discover themselves. It is around work, as much as
around sexuality, that truths about the nature of humans as persons
have been elaborated, and that norms and judgments about the conduct of individuals have crystallized. It is in relation to work, as much as
in relation to intimacy, that authorities have gained a legitimated competence to pronounce truths about persons and about the ways in
which their - our - lives should be conducted. And it is in work, as
much as in some realm outside the factory gates, that we have been
taught the techniques of life conduct, of fashioning and monitoring ourselves in order to become a laborer, a worker on the production line, a
foreman, a manager. A genealogy of subjectivity needs to address the
intrinsic links among these attempts to create and recreate the identity
of individuals in the sphere of production, and the broader issue of the
government of individuals in a democracy.
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